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1. Introduction
By using the nonlinear time series framework Kapetanios et al.
(2003), hereafter KSS, and the panel unit root testing framework of Im
et al. (2003), hereafter IPS, this paper proposes unit root tests for
nonlinear heterogeneous panels.

Section 2 of this paper develops the proposed test statistics and
represents their critical values. Section 3 provides the small sample
performance of our normalized test in comparison with the power of
the IPS test. Section 4 presents the application of our aforementioned
tests in the empirical investigation of income convergence for the
OECD sample.
2. The model and testing framework

Let yi,t be panel exponential smooth transition autoregressive
process of order one (PESTAR(1)) on the time domain t=1,2,…,T for
the cross section units i=1,2,…,N. Consider yi,t follows the data gen-
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erating process (DGP) with fixed effect (heterogeneous intercept)
parameter αi:

Δyi;t = αi + /iyi;t−1 + γiyi;t−1 1− exp −θiy
2
i;t − d

� �h i
+ εi;t ð1Þ

where d≥1 is the delay parameter and θiN0 implies the speed of
mean reversion for all i.

By taking the previous literature into consideration (e.g. Balke and
Fomby, 1997; Micheal et al., 1997), we set ϕi=0 for all i (i.e, yi,t has a
unit root process in the middle regime) and d=1, which gives specific
PESTAR(1) model :

Δyi;t = αi + γiyi;t−1 1− exp −θiy
2
i;t − 1

� �h i
+ εi;t ð2Þ

Nonlinear panel data unit root test based on regression (2) is
simply to test the null hypothesis θi=1 for all i against θiN0 for some i
under the alternative. However, direct testing of the θi=0 is
somewhat problematic because γi is not identified under the null.
This problem is achieved by applying first-order Taylor series
approximation to the PESTAR(1) model around θi=0 for all i.
Hence, we obtain the auxiliary regression

Δyi;t = αi + δiy
3
i;t − 1 + εi;t ð3Þ

where δi=θiγi.
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Table 2
Exact critical values of t ̅NL statistic.

Only intercept

T
A
\NY 5 10 15 20 25 50 100

1%
5 −4.35 −3.61 −3.27 −3.04 −2.89 −2.61 −2.34

(−3.26) (−2.80) (−2.58) (−2.48) (−2.40) (−2.21) (−2.08)
10 −2.65 −2.33 −2.19 −2.12 −2.06 −1.93 −1.83
30 −2.44 −2.21 −2.10 −2.04 −2.00 −1.90 −1.80
50 −2.45 −2.22 −2.11 −2.05 −2.00 −1.92 −1.82
70 −2.47 −2.23 −2.12 −2.07 −2.02 −1.91 −1.83
100 −2.47 −2.24 −2.14 −2.07 −2.03 −1.91 −1.84

5%
5 −3.05 −2.74 −2.59 −2.50 −2.43 −2.30 −2.15

(−2.76) (−2.47) (−2.33) (−2.26) (−2.21) (−2.08) (−2.00)
10 −2.31 −2.10 −2.02 −1.96 −1.92 −1.82 −1.76
30 −2.20 −2.04 −1.96 −1.91 −1.88 −1.80 −1.74
50 −2.22 −2.05 −1.97 −1.93 −1.90 −1.83 −1.76
70 −2.23 −2.06 −1.99 −1.94 −1.91 −1.83 −1.78
100 −2.24 −2.07 −2.00 −1.95 −1.92 −1.83 −1.78

10%
5 −2.64 −2.45 −2.35 −2.30 −2.25 −2.18 −2.07

(−2.51) (−2.30) (−2.20) (−2.15) (−2.11) (−2.02) (−1.95)
10 −2.14 −1.98 −1.92 −1.88 −1.85 −1.77 −1.74
30 −2.08 −1.94 −1.88 −1.85 −1.82 −1.76 −1.72
50 −2.09 −1.96 −1.90 −1.87 −1.84 −1.79 −1.73
70 −2.11 −1.97 −1.91 −1.88 −1.85 −1.79 −1.75
100 −2.12 −1.98 −1.92 −1.89 −1.86 −1.79 −1.76

Note:critical values of the truncated statistic are represented in parenthesis if they differ
from t ̅NL.
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We establish the hypotheses for unit root testing based on
regression (3) as follows:

H0 : δi = 0; for all i; linear nonstationarityð Þ
H1 : δi b 0; for some i; nonlinear stationarityð Þ ð4Þ

We propose panel unit root tests computed through taking the
average of individual KSS statistics. The KSS statistic for the ith
individual is simply t-ratio of δi in regression (3) defined by

ti;NL =
ΔyV

iMτy
3
i; − 1

σ̂i;NL yV
i;−1Mτyi;−1

� �3=2 ð5Þ

where σ̂ 2i;NL is the consistent estimator such that σ̂ 2i;NL =
ΔyV

iMτΔyi = T−1ð Þ,Mτ = IT −τT τ V
TτT

� �−1τ V
T . Notice here that Δyi =

Δyi;1;Δyi;2; :::;Δyi;T
� �V,y3

i; − 1= y3i;0; y
3
i;1; :::; y

3
i;T−1

� �V
and τT = 1;1; :::;1ð ÞV

Furthermore, for a fixed T, we have

t̄NL =
1
N

XN
i=1

ti;NL ð6Þ

which is invariant average statistic when ti,NL holds the property for
each i in the following Lemma.

Lemma 1. The test statistic ti,NL is invariant with respect to initial
observations yi,0, heterogeneous moments σ i

2 and σ i
4 if y10=0 for all

i=1,2,…,N.

Proof. See Mathematical appendix. □

In addition, finitely bounded first and secondmoments of ti,NL have
to exist. These moments are produced via stochastic simulations and
presented in Table 1.

However, stochastic simulations, although compatible with the
existing moments, are not sufficient to confirm the existence of these
moments. One possible solution is to use truncation of ti,NL statistics,
say tĩ,NL, as proposed in Pesaran (2007), defined as follows

eti;NL = ti;NL if − C1 b ti;NL b C2
−C1 if ti;NL V C1
C2 if ti;NL z C2

8<
: ð7Þ

where C1 and C2 are positive constants which are calculated
from C1 = − E ti;NL

� �
− Φ−1 ε = 2ð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Var ti;NL

� �q
and C2 = E ti;NL

� �
+

Φ−1 1− ε = 2ð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Var ti;NL

� �q
. Using simulated values of E ti;NL

� �
=

− 1:677 and Var ti;NL
� �

= 0:721 from Table 1 for the model with
intercept term and setting ε=10−6, we have C1=5.8308 and
C2=2.4766. The critical values for t ̅NL and its truncated version are
Table 1
Moments of ti,NL statistic.

T E(ti,NL) Var(ti,NL)

5 −1.866 2.695
10 −1.620 0.823
15 −1.602 0.760
20 −1.602 0.740
25 −1.604 0.737
30 −1.605 0.735
40 −1.616 0.735
50 −1.626 0.727
100 −1.652 0.727
500 −1.675 0.725
1000 −1.677 0.721
100,000 −1.677 0.716
generated by Monte Carlo simulations with 50.000 replications and
displayed in Table 2.1

Furthermore, when the invariance property (given in Lemma 1)
and the existence of moments (by truncating ti,NL distribution) are
satisfied, the usual normalization of t ̅NL statistic yields as in the
following Lemma.

Lemma 2. Individual statistics ti,NL are iid random variables with finite
means and variances; then, average statistics t ̅i,NL, as defined in Eq. (6)
have the limiting standard normal distribution as N→∞ such that

Z̄NL =

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
t̄NL − E ti;NL

� �� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Var ti;NL

� �r dYN 0;1ð Þ ð8Þ

Proof. It follows directly from Lindberg–Levy CLT. □

We produce critical values of Z ̅
NL statistic as well as its truncated

version because they may be different from the fractiles of the
standard normal distribution, particularly for small N observations, to
which they converge as N goes to infinity (Table 3).2

3. Finite sample performances

We use Monte Carlo simulations to illustrate the finite sample
properties of our normalized Z ̅

NL test in comparison with the IPS
linear normalized unit root test, Z ̅

tbar.
The data are generated by running the nonlinear panel regression

(2) where innovations are assumed to be drawn from a hetero-
geneous distribution such that εi;tfN 0;σ2

i

� �
and σ2

i
fU 0:5;2ð Þ. We

compute the empirical sizes of both linear and nonlinear normalized
average test statistics under the null of yi;t = yi;t−1 + εi;t with
1 The critical values for both intercept and time trend are available from the authors.
2 The critical values for both intercept and time trend are available upon request.



Table 5
The power comparisons of alternative tests.

T
A
\NY5 10 25 50 100

θ=0.01 γ=−1.00
Z ̅
NL Ztbar Z ̅

NL Ztbar Z ̅
NL Ztbar Z ̅

NL Ztbar Z ̅
NL Ztbar

10 0.098 0.068 0.105 0.090 0.166 0.154 0.228 0.223 0.381 0.379
25 0.211 0.162 0.346 0.259 0.677 0.594 0.918 0.848 0.996 0.981
50 0.602 0.456 0.887 0.763 0.999 0.977 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
100 0.991 0.990 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

θ=0.01 γ=−0.75
10 0.102 0.086 0.114 0.098 0.125 0.122 0.191 0.190 0.279 0.279
25 0.182 0.156 0.270 0.216 0.549 0.459 0.798 0.701 0.980 0.949
50 0.465 0.335 0.770 0.618 0.984 0.945 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
100 0.956 0.925 1.000 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

θ=0.01 γ=−0.1
10 0.052 0.054 0.066 0.054 0.064 0.059 0.065 0.065 0.080 0.082
25 0.074 0.072 0.092 0.091 0.122 0.130 0.187 0.198 0.286 0.303
50 0.098 0.095 0.159 0.140 0.309 0.296 0.498 0.503 0.774 0.778
100 0.213 0.200 0.352 0.336 0.719 0.694 0.938 0.936 0.998 0.998

θ=1.0 γ=−0.1
10 0.079 0.085 0.082 0.091 0.150 0.169 0.217 0.243 0.314 0.390
25 0.146 0.151 0.206 0.235 0.412 0.496 0.714 0.794 0.933 0.973
50 0.316 0.378 0.588 0.711 0.908 0.979 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000
100 0.811 0.954 0.979 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 3
Exact critical values of Z ̅

NL statistic.

Only intercept

T
A
\NY 5 10 15 20 25 50 100

1%
5 −3.48 −3.38 −3.26 −3.22 −3.16 −3.03 −2.89

(−2.73) (−2.64) (−2.56) (−2.60) (−2.56) (−2.47) (−2.47)
10 −2.56 −2.49 −2.48 −2.45 −2.46 −2.40 −2.43
30 −2.52 −2.52 −2.27 −2.31 −2.29 −2.33 −2.35
50 −2.19 −2.23 −2.23 −2.25 −2.26 −2.28 −2.34
70 −2.17 −2.20 −2.21 −2.24 −2.23 −2.21 −2.31
100 −2.15 −2.22 −2.20 −2.21 −2.22 −2.27 −2.30

5%
5 −1.62 −1.70 −1.71 −1.76 −1.76 −1.77 −1.76

(−1.82) (−1.77) (−1.74) (−1.77) (−1.73) (−1.72) (−1.72)
10 −1.70 −1.68 −1.71 −1.69 −1.68 −1.69 −1.70
30 −1.57 −1.61 −1.62 −1.62 −1.65 −1.66 −1.68
50 −1.56 −1.58 −1.61 −1.63 −1.62 −1.63 −1.68
70 −1.55 −1.58 −1.59 −1.61 −1.62 −1.62 −1.64
100 −1.54 −1.59 −1.60 −1.59 −1.61 −1.62 −1.64

10%
5 −1.26 −1.14 −1.17 −1.21 −1.21 −1.26 −1.27

(−1.36) (−1.34) (−1.32) (−1.35) (−1.33) (−1.33) (−1.33)
10 −1.28 −1.28 −1.31 −1.30 −1.29 −1.30 −1.31
30 −1.23 −1.27 −1.29 −1.28 −1.30 −1.31 −1.33
50 −1.24 −1.26 −1.28 −1.30 −1.29 −1.29 −1.33
70 −1.22 −1.25 −1.26 −1.28 −1.28 −1.28 −1.29
100 −1.23 −1.25 −1.26 −1.25 −1.26 −1.27 −1.28

Note:critical values of the truncated statistic are represented in parenthesis if they differ
from Z ̅

NL.
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εi;t = ρiεi;t−1 + ui;t where ui;tfN 0;1ð Þ and ρia 0;0:5f g. Hete-
rogeneous intercepts are removed by demeaning of yi,t and initial
values yi,0 are set as zero for each i. All the experiments are examined
for the 5% confidence level (Table 4).

Because both Z ̅
NL and Ztbar statistics have the same null hypothesis,

their empirical size performances are not far away from each other.
Empirical powers are estimated under the stationary alternative by sett-
ing the parameters such that θia 0:01;1f g and γia −0:1;− 0:75;−1f g
for all i (Table 5).

For the case θi=0.01 and γia −0:75; − 1f g, Z ̅
NL statistic has

better power performance than Ztbar statistic for small samples. On
the other hand, for the case θi=1 and γi=−0.1, the power of Ztbar
outperforms our Z ̅

NL statistic because the DGP turns out to be a linear
model when θi increases sufficiently. Furthermore, when θi=0.01 and
γi=−0.1, both of the tests suffer from low power, but their power
rises monotonically with N and T.
4. Empirical application: testing income convergence hypothesis

In this section we reexamine the income convergence hypothesis
in the OECD by using our t ̅NL and augmented Z ̅

NL, say Z ̅
ANL, statistics
Table 4
The size comparisons of alternative tests.

T
A
\NY 5 10 25 50 100

ρ=0
Z ̅
NL Ztbar Z ̅

NL Ztbar Z ̅
NL Ztbar Z ̅

NL Ztbar Z ̅
NL Ztbar

10 0.051 0.052 0.050 0.053 0.056 0.056 0.052 0.049 0.051 0.052
25 0.053 0.056 0.050 0.049 0.045 0.050 0.052 0.051 0.052 0.050
50 0.050 0.047 0.051 0.051 0.050 0.050 0.051 0.053 0.055 0.045
100 0.054 0.053 0.055 0.052 0.052 0.053 0.053 0.057 0.051 0.052

ρ=0.5
10 0.050 0.055 0.049 0.047 0.050 0.052 0.049 0.047 0.057 0.059
25 0.052 0.047 0.056 0.060 0.051 0.054 0.053 0.050 0.049 0.054
50 0.054 0.045 0.055 0.058 0.049 0.045 0.053 0.058 0.057 0.060
100 0.044 0.042 0.050 0.041 0.055 0.045 0.042 0.044 0.048 0.058
and compare our results with the IPS tests tnbar and Wtbar.3 The tests
proposed in the previous parts were based on the assumption of
independence over cross-section units. However, this may not be
possible for some observed data. To overcome the cross section
dependency problem, we have implemented sieve bootstrap approach
for the application on the Summers–Heston real GDP data set for the
period 1953–2004.4 Bootstrap algorithm is below.5

(i) We consider the following OLS regression for each country
which allows for different lag orders pi:

Δyi;t = di + δiy
3
i;t − 1 +

Xpi
j=1

βi;jΔyi;t− j + εi;t ð9Þ

where deterministic component di is considered for αi and αi+βit.
Notice here that lag orders are selected via Schwartz criterion by
starting pi=6 and applying top to down strategy.

(ii) Following Basawa et al. (1991), the unit root null is imposed to
generate bootstrap samples of residuals. Thus, we estimate the errors
as:

ε ̂ i;t = Δyi;t − d̂i −
Xpi
j=1

β̂i;jΔyi;t− j ð10Þ

(iii) Stine (1987) suggests that residuals have to be centered with

eεt = ε ̂ t − T−p−2ð Þ−1 XT
t=p+2

ε ̂ t ð11Þ

where ε ̂ t = ε ̂1;t ; ε ̂2;t ; :::; ε ̂N;t
� �V and p = max

i
pið Þ. Furthermore, we

develop the N × T eεi;t� �
matrix from these residuals. We select

randomly a full column with replacement from this matrix at a time
to preserve the cross covariance structure of the errors. We denote
3 The OECD sample includes 25 countries, namely, Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea,
Luxemburg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, the UK and the US.

4 The data were downloaded from http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/php_site/pwt_
index.php.

5 Separate programming code is developed in Matlab 7.5.

http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/php_site/pwt_index.php
http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/php_site/pwt_index.php


Table 6
Empirical results for alternative tests.

t ̅NL⁎ Z ̅
ANL
⁎ tnbar⁎ Wnbar

⁎

Only intercept −1.612 0.105 −1.408 0.749
(0.0035) (0.0035) (0.0085) (0.0085)

Intercept and trend −2.3744 −1.723 −1.0244 8.0263
(0.00) (0.00) (0.959) (0.959)

Note: p-values are in the paranthesis.
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the bootstrap residuals as ε ĩ,t⁎ where t=1,2,…,T⁎ and T⁎=2T in our
application.

(iv) We produce bootstrap Δyi,t⁎ recursively from

Δyi;t⁎ = dî +
Xpi
j=1

β̂i; jΔyi;t − j
⁎ + eε i;t

⁎ ð12Þ

where dî and β̂i,j are the estimations from step (ii) and Δyi;t − pi
⁎ = 0

for pi=1,2,…,6.
(v) We generate nonstationary bootstrap samples from the partial

sums:

yi;t⁎ =
Xt

j=1

Δyi;j⁎ ð13Þ

The bootstrap statistics t ̅NL⁎ and Z ̅
ANL⁎ are computed for each

bootstrap replication by running the regression

Δyi;t⁎ = di + γi yi;t−1
⁎

� �3
+

Xpi
j=1

θi;jΔyi;t − j
⁎ + vi;t ð14Þ

where noting that the last T observations of yi,t⁎ and Δyi,t⁎ are used
in this regression. The bootstrap empirical distribution of t ̅NL⁎ and
Z ̅
ANL⁎ statistics, generated by employing 2000 replications, are used

to have their p-values. The same procedure is also applied for the
IPS statistics tnbar⁎ and Wtbar⁎ .6 The results for 5% significance level
are reported in Table 6.

Our tests provide evidence for income convergence when only an
intercept is included as well as when both an intercept and a time
trend are considered in the regression. On the other hand, the result
for tnbar⁎ and Wtbar⁎ obtained from the linear version of regression (14)
with intercept and trend fails to reject the null hypothesis of no
stochastic income convergence whereas the null is significantly
rejected when the same regression equation contains only intercept
term

Mathematical appendix

Proof of Lemma 1. We first note that under δi=0, yi,−1 can be
written as follows:

yi;−1 = yi0τT + ui;−1 ðA:1Þ

where yi0 is a fixed initial value and ui;−1 = ui0;ui1; :::;ui;T−1
� �Vwith

ui;t =
Pt
j=1

εij

Secondly, let's define the following T×T matrix,

ΛT =

0 0 0 ::: 0
1 0 0 ::: 0
1 1 0 ::: 0
v v v v v
1 1 1 ::: 0

2
66664

3
77775
6 In computing Z ̅
ANL
⁎ and Wtbar

⁎, moments are regenerated by taking T=52 observations
and various lag orders pi into consideration.
and using this matrix, we have ui;−1=ΛTεi where εi= εi1; εi1; :::; εi;T
� �V.

The cubic form of Eq. (A.1) can be expressed:

y3
i; − 1 = y3i0τT + 3y2i0τTO ΛTεið Þ + 3yi0τTO ΛTεið Þ2 + ΛTεið Þ3 ðA:2Þ

where ΛTεi is T×1 vector and O denotes for Hadamard product.
Furthermore, multiplying both sides withMτ yields

Mτy
3
i; − 1 = 3y2i0τTO MτΛTεið Þ + 3yi0τTO ΛTεið Þ2 − σ2

i t
h i

+ Mτ ΛTεið Þ3

ðA:3Þ

where Mτ ΛTεið Þ2 = ΛTεið Þ2 − σ2
i t and t=(1,2,…,T)'. Notice here

that taking expectation of the process (A.2) on the time domain is
E y3

i;−1

� �
= y3i0τT + 3yi0σ

2
i τTOt and E ΛTεið Þ3 = 0 due to symmetric

normal distribuion assumption for εi.
Now setting yi0=0 implies

Mτy
3
i;−1 = Mτ ΛTεið Þ3 ðA:4Þ

Therefore, imposing yi0=0 removes the nuisance parameter σ i
2 in

(A.3). Both Δyi=εi and (A.4) are plugged into the test-statistic (5), we
have

ti;NL =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T − 1

p
εV
iMτ ΛTεið Þ3

εV
iMτεi

� �1=2 εV
iΛ

V
T

� �3Mτ ΛTεið Þ3
h i1=2 ðA:5Þ

which is invariant with respect to σi
2.

Now let's define, vi =
εi
σ i
fN 0; ITð Þ and putting this into Eq. (A.5)

gives directly

ti;NL =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T − 1

p
vV
iMτ ΛTvið Þ3

vV
iMτvi

� �1=2 vV
iΛ

V
T

� �3Mτ ΛTvið Þ3
h i1=2 ðA:6Þ

so that σ i
4 is cancelled out in our test-statistic. □ QED
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